
forestPath
orphan was tired, 

and orphan eyes yearned for a respite from t
he chill of the night wind blowing down the 

forestPath orphan walked, but orphan marched
 forward, heading for the one relief orphan 

could see forestPath
orphan

 height was not lacking compared to others m
y age, but orphan had to hand it to the gras

s, it was taller by a couple inches 

[orphan]

hill

Beyond the grass atop a hill sat a small cot
tage as if trying to hide itself among the grass 

forestPath
orphan longe

d for the straw taller than orphan More than
 anything, orphan longed for the old alfred 

who barked orders but was kind enough to kee
p the fireplace lit for orphan as orphan slept 

forestPath
Ignori

ng the pessimism telling orphan that they wo
uld reject orphan, orphan orphan, as well, o

rphan began weaving orphan way through the grass 

[orphan]
hill

The darkness of th
e towering grass, although somewhat lit by t
he teamwork of the crescent moon with its st
ars and the lantern in the window, had orpha

n walking near blind as orphan made my way t
o the hill 

hill
After nearly

 circling the hill once, orphan was beginnin
g to wonder if there was a way through the f

ence, that was until orphan found what seeme
d to be a small path in the straw 

[orphan]

[lantern, lamp]

14 hill
Not wanting 

to climb over the upper plank for fear of it
 breaking and doubting orphan would be able 
to fit between the two planks or underneath,

 orphan pushed the straw aside and followed it 
[orphan]

cellar
Inside

 the window the light of the lantern s glow 
from the other side of the cottage radiated 

inside [lantern, lamp]

[straw]

[straw]

[orphan] hill
A smil

e crept across orphan face as orphan stepped
 over the trampled, rotting wood and followe

d the path up the hill to the back of the cottage 

[orphan]

[straw]

hill
In front of orphan stood an elderly 

hazel thin to an unhealthy extent, hazel pap
er skin wrapping tight around the joints of 
hazel hand as hazel held the door " Sorry to
 bother hazel, " orphan apologized, " but or

phan was wondering if orphan could spend the
 night here Once orphan was inside, the haze
l hazel stuck hazel head out the door and lo

oked around before closing it 

[orphan]

hill
The blanket 

had somewhat dislodged itself from orphan le
aving orphan back exposed, which was not une
xpected due to orphan tendency to thrash abo

ut in orphan sleep 

hill

alfred hobbled over to the window and put ou
t the lantern 

[lantern, lamp]

cottage

" hazel walked off to a room in the back of 
the cottage 

cellar

" " orphan can help if alfred like, " orphan
 suggested 

porch
As orp

han finished uprooting the weeds and straw f
rom the boards of the porch, a loud stir cam

e from inside the cottage 

[straw]

hill

orphan sat silent behind hazel until the fir
eplace fireplace lit [hazel]

[orphan] hill

" So small â ¦ " hazel smile faded as hazel 
looked at orphan, then to alfred 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

hill
" orphan ll want to get closer orphan 

[orphan]

hill
" orph

an did not question why as orphan moved to t
he mouth of the fireplace and placed orphan 

hands above the fireplace fireplace 

[fireplace]

[hazel]

[orphan]

hill

" hazel, " orphan began, but the elderly haz
el cut orphan off [alfred]

[hazel]

[orphan]
hill

" A lantern and fireplace ? 

[fireplace]

hill

" No sooner had orphan finished orphan quest
ion, than the back door swung open 

[orphan]
hill

alfred
 set the sack, stained with blood, beside th

e door and looked at orphan as alfred eyebro
ws drew closer together 

[alfred]

hill
" Have hazel gone mad ? " 

[hazel]

[orphan] [alfred] hill
alfred

 asked as alfred stood facing hazel and orph
an alfred tone was not demeaning, but echoed

 concern 
[orphan]

cottage

" What are hazel alfred going to do ? " haze
l asked alfred 

[sack, bag]

[alfred]

[lantern, lamp]

[hazel]
hill

Who s the orphan ? [orphan] hill
" " ha

zel was worried for alfred, so hazel set out
 the lantern to help alfred find alfred way 

back in the dark 

[alfred]

[hazel]

[lantern, lamp]

cottage
" You 

orphan orphan Were orphan traveling with nau
ght but that rag around orphan ? " orphan lo

oked down at orphan pale nakedness 

[fireplace]

[orphan]

63

hill
" " hazel know, hazel know [hazel]

hill
But alfred re usually back long before now 

[alfred]

[orphan]

hill
orphan

 was starting to understand the danger of ha
ving a lantern lit and fireplace going on a 

night when you were poaching 

[lantern, lamp]

[mob, villagers, guard]

[hazel]

[alfred]

hill
" " What about the orphan ? 

[orphan]

hill
" alfred asked 

[alfred]

hill
orphan

 took this as orphan chance to speak up " " 
orphan orphan, " hazel exclaimed, " So polit

e too 

[hazel]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[mob, villagers, guard]

[orphan]

[alfred]

[hazel]

[alfred]

[blanket, quilt]

[orphan]

[rag, cloth]

[hazel]

cottage
" alfred, when orphan ca

me, orphan requested a place to stay for the
 night, but orphan intentions were to find s

omewhere to stay for the winter orphan can e
ven help work to make orphan of worth to alf
red " " alfred do n't know where orphan coul

d find orphan own food around here 

cottage
" hazel hurr

ied over and wrapped the blanket over orphan
 shoulders and around orphan, rubbing the bl
anket around orphan arms and back to speed t

he warmth 

[blanket, quilt]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[alfred]

[rag, cloth]

cellar
" orphan set

 the cushion on the floor and lay down on or
phan side in front of the fireplace, taking 

care to not let any part of orphan be expose
d from inside the blanket 

[fireplace]

cottage
It was

 still dark as orphan walked around the cott
age, but the pale - blue glow through the wi

ndow showed the sun would soon rise 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

cottage

A mob of people stood outside the small cott
age as the flames grew ever higher 

[mob, villagers, guard]

[hazel]

[blanket, quilt]

[orphan]

[alfred]

[hazel]

[sack, bag]

[alfred]

[hazel]

[orphan]

[sack, bag]

[blanket, quilt]

cellar
" " hazel said 

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[rag, cloth]

cellar

" " alfred m sure alfred have something like
 that in alfred cellar 

countrysideHome
In the

 far right corner was an old table stained w
ith blood, most likely used by hazel to clea

n the meat 

[meat]

hill
Ascend

ing the hill was a hunched alfred dragging a
 familiar sack, this time twice the size as 

sack had been before 

[sack, bag]

[orphan]

cellar

In the fireplace, fireplace fireplace glowed
 amidst the ashes of the fireplace hazel had built 

[alfred]

[hazel]

[blanket, quilt]

[orphan]

[fireplace] cellar
Using 

the timber at alfred feet, orphan stoked the
 fireplace up to the size hazel had it for o

rphan 

[blanket, quilt]

[orphan]

hill

It sat in a valley carved by a river between
 two large hills 

[alfred]

[fireplace]

[hazel] [alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[fireplace]

cottage

" orphan told hazel alfred that orphan do n'
t need hazel alfred to feed orphan 

[blanket, quilt]

porch

orphan followed close to the wall around to 
the front of the cottage 

[orphan]

[alfred]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

cottage

hazel opened the window, and a moment later,
 alfred hobbled around the side of the cottage 

[hazel]

backcottage
* * * After clearing the

ir front porch, at least to the extent that 
hazel alfred could use porch again, orphan b
egan cutting the long straw around the cotta
ge by hand due to hazel alfred lack of adequ

ate tools In hazel alfred old age, hazel alf
red were unable to maintain the grounds 

[rag, cloth]

porch

The wood seemed sturdy as orphan stood on it
, but grass and weeds had grown through the cracks 

[orphan]

porch
orphan

 began by collecting the segments of the for
mer railing and set them in a pile off the f

ront of the porch 

cottage

Much of the village was obscured from view, 
but this cottage was still visible 

porch

" " orphan told orphan orphan d work for orp
han stay 

[frontdoor]

[orphan]

[orphan]
[orphan]

[alfred]

hill
In a m

onth and a half s time, the hill s towering 
straw was cut back to the fence line and the

 season was well into winter 

[orphan]

cottage

" " That does n't explain why orphan are out
 here in the cold [fireplace]

countrysideHome
" About two 

score years past hazel alfred and hazel alfr
ed three children found ourselves trapped in
 our countrysideHome after a terrible snow h

it our countrysideHome 

[lantern, lamp]

[orphan]

porch

alfred asked as alfred lifted alfred onto th
e porch 

[straw] backcottage
" Only a little, " alfre

d replied After hazel and alfred finished wh
at orphan could not bring orphan to call a m
eal, orphan cleared the table and washed the
 plates and cutlery out back with water orph
an had melted from ice orphan set in a bucke

t next to the fireplace 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

cottage
" hazel ll let the heat escape 

[hazel]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

cottage
" " orphan sure orphan ? 

[orphan]

cottage
" hazel asked 

[hazel]
cottage

" " orphan manage on orphan own, " orphan re
peated 

[alfred]

[blanket, quilt]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[alfred]

[orphan]

backcottage
hazel and al

fred looked at orphan from the table as they
 ate hazel alfred scant meal As the days of 
winter increased, the size of hazel alfred p

late decreased 

[fireplace]

porch

alfred think the wood expanded and the latch
 is rusted 

[alfred]

[frontdoor] porch

" orphan stood up and walked over to the fro
ntdoor 

[orphan]

porch
As the

 frontdoor worked frontdoor way loose, splin
ters of wood chipped from the frontdoor and 

frame 

[hazel]

[frontdoor] porch
No, " alfred replied looking confused 

[alfred]

porch
" orphan asked [orphan]

porch

orphan placed orphan hand on the handle and 
gave the frontdoor a light tug 

[frontdoor]

[orphan]

[alfred]

porch

alfred was correct in saying the wood had ex
panded [alfred]

[frontdoor]

porch
orphan asked 

[orphan]

porch
" " Do

 alfred have a file, or a knife ? orphan can
 shave the frontdoor down for alfred to make

 it easier 

[alfred]

porch

" How long has it been since hazel tried to 
open frontdoor ? " 

[hazel]

[frontdoor]

[frontdoor]

[hazel]

[orphan]
[alfred]

porch
That would be a great help, orphan [orphan]

cottage
" Do orphan 

understand ? " " Yes â ¦ " orphan replied " 
When do orphan have to leave ? " " Immediate

ly, and do n't look back " " Then orphan wil
l leave immediately and not look back 

[frontdoor]

[alfred]

cellar
" " cellar cellar ? " 

[orphan]

[straw]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

cottage
As orphan hand worked to erase

 the sleep from orphan eyes, alfred looked d
own at orphan " orphan ready to work, orphan

 ? " alfred asked, trying to help orphan to 
orphan feet, but it felt more like orphan wa

s alfred support as alfred shaking hand gras
ped orphan arm, and were orphan to move, alf

red would fall 

[blanket, quilt]

cellar
" haze

l and orphan had a small storage of food, " 
alfred said to continue alfred story, " but 

it was only enough for three days 

[rag, cloth]

hill
She carried what looked like clothing clothing 

[clothing]

porch

With farm tools in hand, mob cheered as the 
porch crumbled 

backcottage
" Were alfred able to sell straw straw ? " 

[straw]

hill
The no

ise continued up the hill and became two dis
tinct sounds, one set of footsteps, and some

thing dragging 

backcottage

It was as if one day hazel alfred had came t
o some realization but never said what it was 

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[fireplace]

backcottage

orphan was curious but did not feel a need t
o ask 

[orphan]

[alfred]

[hazel]

backcottage
orphan asked to break the silence once again 

[orphan]

[alfred]

cellar

" " " What do orphan need to do ? " orphan a
sked, ready to get to work 

[straw]

[orphan]

[alfred]

[fireplace]

[orphan]

[hazel]

cellar
orphan felt 

the meatstorage, and though the outer blades
 of the chopped meatstorage fell to the grou

nd at orphan touch, inside meatstorage was h
ard, cold 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[alfred]

[orphan]
cellar

" orphan did n't t
hink age was the problem so much as hazel al
fred lack of nourishment " orphan m surprise

d either of hazel alfred are still able to m
ove around, " I replied as alfred braced alf

red on orphan shoulder 
[hazel]

cellar

cellar cellar looked about a third the size 
of the cottage above cellar 

[fireplace]

cellar
orphan pushed up o

n cellarDoor cellarDoor, but cellarDoor woul
d not open orphan looked to see if there was

 something orphan was missing, but there wer
e no handles, latches, or hinges on the insi

de of cellarDoor cellarDoor 

[blanket, quilt]

cellar

alfred reply removed any remaining sleep sti
ll lingering 

[alfred]

[orphan]

[alfred] cellar
" What

 about orphan, my orphan ? " alfred s eyebro
w rose as alfred looked at orphan only a few

 inches from orphan face 
[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

cellar

" alfred ll close cellarDoor cellarDoor cell
arDoor to keep out the draft 

[cellarDoor, cellardoors]

[alfred]

[hazel]

[orphan]

cellar

With a piece of flint, alfred lit it to illu
minate cellar cellar 

[alfred]
[hazel]

[orphan]

countrysideHome
After 

a week, hazel alfred dug our way out of the 
countrysideHome, but no one else in the coun

trysideHome fared any better 

countrysideHome
There is extra oil for the lantern below it 

[lantern, lamp]

[alfred]
cottage

orphan
 can start by removing all the old meatstora

ge meatstorage and dumping them beside the c
ottage 

cottage
Due to

 the danger, hazel did not light a lantern o
r fireplace, but orphan had light enough und

er the moon and stars 

[fireplace]

[hazel]

[meat]

[alfred]

[hazel]

cellar

" " orphan m sorry â ¦ " orphan said with or
phan head low 

[orphan]

cellar
On the

 left side of cellar cellar was what looked 
like a long block of chopped hay with a wide

 board sitting atop 

[rag, cloth]

countrysideHome
hazel and al

fred were the only people remaining alive in
 the countrysideHome, but because of that ha

zel alfred were able to survive, hazel alfre
d learned how to survive [alfred]

[hazel]

cellar
" " Wh

at was it that alfred needed help with ? " o
rphan asked, now more determined to do whate

ver orphan could for the waning hazel alfred 

[alfred]

[hazel]

[orphan]

cellar

" Up against the wall, what does that look l
ike to orphan ? " 

[orphan]
cellar

" Go take a look, " alfred suggested 

[alfred]

cellar

Normally when you have a supply of meat you 
have to preserve with salt or dry it 

[hazel]

cellar
" orphan m not quite sure, " orphan replied 

[orphan]

[orphan]

cellar

" alfred shifted to alfred feet and walked o
ver to orphan 

[alfred]

cellar

orphan lifted up the lid and the smell of bl
ood hit, forcing orphan to cover orphan nose 

[orphan]
cellar

" meatstorage meatstorage ? " 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

[meat]

[orphan]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

[meat]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

[meat]
cottage

After finishing clearing
 out the meatstorage meatstorage, orphan wal

ked into the field to retrieve straw of stra
w from straw straw orphan had made alfred kn
ow alfred told orphan not to work too long i

n the cold, but â ¦ " " orphan ll be fine, "
 orphan assured alfred 

[alfred]

[hazel]

[orphan]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

[meat]

[straw]

[orphan]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

[meat]

[alfred]

cellar

With orphan working, it should heat up some 
in here, but alfred know orphan ll be fine [orphan]

cottage
" " What about the water to make ice ? 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

cellar

" alfred m already making orphan work more t
oday than orphan alfred agreed 

[rag, cloth]

[meat]
cellar

" " orphan can do that, " orphan replied 

[straw]

[alfred]

[cellarDoor, cellardoors]

cellar
By orphan si

xteenth box, orphan was sure the straw would
 not last to the twentieth, but orphan finis

hed what orphan could before deciding to hea
d out to get three more straw of straw [lantern, lamp]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

cellar

Oh, and orphan saw how small the hay was cho
pped for the meatstorage meatstorage, right ? 

[orphan]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

[meat]

cellar
" alfred asked from outside cellar cellar 

[alfred]
[orphan]

cellar

The box made of frozen straw was their meats
torage meatstorage 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

[meat]

[alfred]

[straw]

[orphan]

[cellarDoor, cellardoors]

[alfred]

[orphan]
cellar

cellar cellar had 
now become dark with no light coming through

 the cracks in cellarDoor cellarDoor cellarD
oor nor light from the lantern now dry orpha
n continued rapping on the cellarDoor cellar

Door without rest 

[straw]

[lantern, lamp]

[cellarDoor, cellardoors]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]
hill

At alfred word, orphan d
ropped the blanket and grabbed the clothing 
hazel held onto the blanket as orphan donned
 the clothing and pulled up the clothing ove

r orphan feet The moment orphan arms entered
 the sleeves, orphan body heat radiated insi

de the clothing 

[blanket, quilt]

cellar

The latch slid and hazel opened cellarDoor c
ellarDoor [cellarDoor, cellardoors]

[hazel]

cellar
Tears built in alfred eyes 

[alfred]

cellar

Only after orphan asked that question did th
e truth of orphan task hit orphan 

[orphan]

[straw]

[lantern, lamp]

[hazel]

cellar
How long has

 alfred been gone ? " " alfred left soon aft
er alfred put orphan to work, " hazel mumble
d " " orphan re such a good orphan, " hazel 

said with a weak smile 

[alfred]

[orphan]

cellar
" alfred went hunting, " hazel explained 

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

cellar

Afterwards orphan joined hazel inside and hu
ddled next to hazel to help stave off the cold 

[straw]

[rag, cloth]

hill
And or

phan was sure that alfred had asked for orph
an help to rebuild alfred meatstorage meatst

orage for meatstorage meatstorage 

[meat]

cellar

" There is no way alfred is in the condition
 to hunt ! " 

[alfred]

cellar

" " orphan understand, " orphan said althoug
h orphan did not understand in the slightest 

[orphan]

[hazel]

[alfred]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]
[hazel]

[orphan]

[alfred]
cellar

hazel must not have noticed as hazel hunched
 position never changed 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[orphan]

[hazel]

cottage
" alfr

ed had given orphan many orders during orpha
n stay at the cottage, but this was the firs
t time alfred had given a genuine request 

[fireplace]

cellar
In orphan heart orphan yearned for the same 

[orphan]

[hazel]

cellar

It was too large to be alfred, possibly two 
people 

[alfred]

hill

orphan feet could not feel the stubble of th
e once majestic straw on the hill 

[straw]

cellar

orphan inched to the kitchen and grabbed for
 the knife while staying below the window 

[orphan]

cellar
orphan held out orphan hand to silence hazel 

[hazel]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[alfred]

[orphan]

cellar

orphan heart lifted with excitement, but orp
han had to be certain 

[orphan]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

cellar
alfred

 greeted orphan with a smile as the cold swe
at of alfred struggle with sack sack ran dow

n alfred worn face 

[hazel]

[rag, cloth]

cellar

orphan threw orphan knife on the floor and b
olted out the back door 

[orphan]

[alfred]

[sack, bag]

[rag, cloth]

hill
" If accepti

ng the clothing meant orphan had to leave al
fred and hazel to survive the remainder of w
inter on hazel alfred own, orphan did n't wa

nt clothing " orphan â ¦ " " alfred ll rephrase it 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[orphan]

cellar

" We alfred able to find one ? " alfred retu
rned a weary smile 

[alfred] cellar

orphan was about to go out with hazel to hel
p, but alfred called orphan back 

[hazel]

[orphan]

[alfred]
cellar

" " But â ¦ hazel can barely walk, " orphan 
protested [alfred]

[hazel]

[orphan] cellar
Please â ¦ " alfred begged [alfred]

cellar
Let hazel do this 

[hazel]

[orphan]

[alfred]

cottage

" For helping hazel alfred regain a little b
it of hazel alfred humanity, " alfred replied [hazel]

cottage

alfred grabbed a piece of flint and lit the 
small candle on the table 

[alfred]

cottage
orphan asked 

[orphan]

cottage
" Who s cottage is this ? " 

[fireplace]

[alfred]

cottage
" orphan do n't understand 

[orphan]

cottage

Before alfred could explain, hazel came in t
he back door 

[alfred]

[hazel]

hill
On top

 clothing clothing was clothing clothing clo
thing clothing clothing with a hard - leathe

r sole 

[orphan]

[alfred]

[hazel]

[rag, cloth]

[clothing]

hill
alfred hope they fit, " alfred added 

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[rag, cloth]

[clothing]

[alfred]

hill
hazel asked 

[hazel]

hill
orphan could only nod 

[orphan]

hill
alfred straightened in alfred chair 

[alfred]

hill
" Do orphan like the clothing ? " 

[blanket, quilt]

[rag, cloth]

[clothing]

[hazel]

[orphan]

[alfred]
[alfred]

[orphan]

[rag, cloth]

[clothing]

hill
The noise alerted some of the 

mob of orphan approach, but mob did not stop
 orphan With a prayer in orphan heart, orpha
n ran past the mob and dove through the fron
t window into the inferno as one of the mob 
called out, " Aaron ! " fireplace lapped and

 smoke choked as orphan made orphan way in t
he flames 

[blanket, quilt]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[rag, cloth]

hill
orphan continued t

o step away, but the faster orphan retreated
, the faster the the man followed By the tim

e orphan reached the straw straw straw orpha
n had piled up over winter, the the man had 

enough of chasing orphan 

[clothing]

hill
" alfred â ¦ " orphan mumbled [alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[rag, cloth]

cottage
Aaron Aaron about orphan age h

ad one hand on the pitchfork and the other o
n the the man s arm, but the the man did not

 notice the Aaron s sudden appearance The th
e man shook, trying to find the will to fini

sh orphan but, in the end, dropped the pitch
fork and fell to the man knees The Aaron who

 appeared moved beside the the man and faced orphan 

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]
[orphan]

[alfred]

[hazel]

hill
orphan

 had said orphan would not look back, but or
phan had to see the cottage on the hill one 

last time if at all possible 

[straw]

[orphan]

[orphan]
forestPath

orphan looked over orphan shoulder and turne
d back to the forestPath behind orphan 

hill
Throug

h the groves of trees and across the fields 
orphan ran, the flaming glow on the hill get

ting ever larger 

[straw]

[fireplace]

[alfred]

[hazel]

[orphan]

hill
There 

was a bright glow in the distance on a hill 
surrounded with trees, smoke billowing up fr

om the light 

forestPath
Withou

t order, orphan legs ran orphan back down th
e forestPath as fast as orphan boots allowed

 them 

[orphan] [orphan]

hill
mob angered shouts echoed over the hill 

[orphan]

[straw]

[mob, villagers, guard]

cottage
The warm cottage, warm welcome, was no more 

[mob, villagers, guard]
[mob, villagers, guard] hill

Some of mob mob heard the crash and came run
ning around back 

[mob, villagers, guard]

hill
" Aaron ! " 

[Aaron]

hill

the man ran to orphan and placed the man arm
s on orphan shoulders 

[orphan]

hill

The the man was alone, kneeling in the stubb
le of the straw with the man hands to the man face 

hill
Once a

t the base of the hill, orphan retrieved haz
el s blanket and hid behind a bush in a grov

e of trees 

[blanket, quilt]

cottage
" hazel alfr

ed took orphan in, " orphan explained, " at 
the start of winter " hazel alfred kept orph

an, even when hazel alfred had nothing hazel
 alfred [mob, villagers, guard]
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[Aaron]

[the man]

hill

the man questioned, grabbing a pitchfork fro
m another villager 

[the man]

[orphan]

[the man]

[pitchfork] [Aaron]

[alfred]

[orphan]

[hazel]

cottage

" The the man pressed hard on the pitchfork,
 digging pitchfork into the ground and choking orphan 

[the man]

[pitchfork]

[rag, cloth]

[clothing]

[straw]

[orphan]

[alfred]

[Aaron]

[hazel]

[the man]

[pitchfork]

[orphan]

[Aaron]

[the man]

[orphan]

[hazel]

[meatstorage, ice, blocks, bricks]

[orphan]


